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Wherefore art thou, Kohoutek?
By EARL GATLIN
Although Comet Kohoutek has been termed a scientific
success, it has not been the spectacle it was publicized to
be.
Kohoutek, as it turns out, is much dimmer than
astronomers had expected. An additional cause of
disappointment has been the cloudy and inclement
weather that has persisted since the comet rounded the
sun.
According to Professor Thomas F. Collins, assistant
professor of physics, Kohoutek was supposed to be special
for two teasons.
"Kohoutek was spotted more than 400 million miles
from the sun; consequently, astronomers expected it to be
fairly large. Also its close approach to the sun meant that
a lot of material would vaporize which would make it very
bright and have a very long tail," the professor maintained.
A comet is a loose mass of solid particles of undetermined size with gas interspersed between the particles.
Due to its extreme distance from the sun, the comet is a
frozen mass.
"The intense bombardment of radiation and particles
from the sun causes parts of the comet to vaporize as it
nears the sun and to form a halo around still-solid parts.
This constant rain of particles forces some of the
vaporized material away from the main body to form the
tail," explained Collins.
Before Collins described why Kohoutek did not turn out
as anticipated, he cautioned that comets are highly
unpredictable. Invariably, some amount of guesswork is
necessary in estimating the brightness of a comet.
"The internal structure of the comet affects its tail and
its brightness," declared Collins. "If a comet has not been
near the sun or another star, then it won't develop large
grain or particle size. This causes a comet to be less
bright."
Another factor that caused astronomers to
overestimate the brightness of Kohoutek was the
estimation method used by the scientists. According to
Collins, the prediction was made based on the brightness
of selected comets that have appeared previously. A
range of brightness levels was set up.
"It turns out that Kohoutek was fainter than all the
other models," said Collins. He noted that another
misprediction was made on the orbit time of the comet.
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(Photo by Mike Diamond)

KOHOUTEK as viewed from a 16-inch reflector telescope. Photo by Dr. M. C. Wicht.
"The first estimate was about 50,000 years, but it turns
out that Kohoutek is probably not periodic," he reported.
A periodic comet is one that orbits the sun at regular
intervals, such as Halley's Comet which returns approximately every 75 years. A comet such as Kohoutek
only passes the sun once and continues back on into deep
space.
The determination of a comet's periodic or non-periodic
characteristic is based upon its orbit.
"Most coniets' orbits are elliptical, that is, cigarshaped," explained Collins. "The more elongated the
orbit the longer the orbit time is for the comet."
"It is possible for comets to return a number of times
and still remain bright, depending upon the nearness of
orbit to the sun and the original size of the comet," he
added.
Collins expressed some concern that the let down felt by
the general public due to Kohoutek's faintness and
-possible future disappointments of a similar nature may
dampen excitement at the return of Halley's Comet in the
mid-1980's.
Although Kohoutek was discovered as early as March
1973, its extreme distance made it imperceptible in the
Clemson area until December. In addition, for several
months during the summer the comet was not visible
because it was positioned in close allignment with the sun.
In late December Kohoutek was once again blotted out
by the sun as the comet passed around the sun. After New
Year's Kohoutek had moved out of range of the sun's
glare, but poor weather has made viewing difficult and
sporadic.
On Monday evening, Collins sighted the comet above
Venus, which is the extremely bright object that appears
in the sky in approximately the same area where the sun
sets.
"To give you an idea as to how faint Kohoutek was, I
was standing on the hill over by Tri-County TEC, and I
pointed out the position of the comet to a man there who
was having difficulty. Nevertheless it still took him three
or four minutes to spot the comet," Collins related.
Several people on campus reported they were unable to
see Kohoutek on Monday evening because they had looked
in the wrong area, mainly along the earth's horizon.
Should the weather improve, the comet will be visible
with the use of binoculars, but virtually impossible to see
with the naked eye. According to Collins, Kohoutek is a
success nonetheless.

"Some of the largest telescopes in the world and Sky lab
have been used to study Kohoutek," he observed. "The
fact that Kohoutek hasn't gotten as bright as we hoped
won't have any effect on the scientific information to be
gained. It means it is just less spectacular."
Collins stated that it will be months before all the data
about Kohoutek will be interpreted, but that the process
has already begun.
One such bit of data that has been acquired is that
hydrogen cyanide and methyl cyanide are present in the
comet. This supports the theory that comets are formed
far from the presence of the sun and other stars.
Collins observed, "Hydrogen cyanide and methyl
cyanide do not exist in the solar system except for that
which is manufactured by man. These two types of
molecules will not hold together in high-energy radiation,
so it can't be formed near the sun. However, it has been
found in dust clouds in outer space that are not near hot
stars."
For many years astronomers believed that comets were
members of the solar system, but according to Collins,
one of the more accepted theories of the origin of comets,
the Oort Theory, holds that comets are not created in the
solar system. At the same time the solar system was
formed, a cloud of comets was also formed that forms a
ring around the solar system. The theory goes further to
purport that comets are dislodged from the cloud by
gravitational effects of such things as a passing star. The
displaced comet then is attracted towards the sua
Some scientific interest was generated by the belief that
Kohoutek is a sample of undiluted material billion of
years old.
On the average, a half-dozen new comets are discovered
each year.
"Usually none of the newly discovered comets are
visible, except through powerful telescopes," stated
Collins. "Since 1957 there have only been four highly
visible comets. They are Bennett, Arend-Roland, IkeyaSeki, and Kohoutek."
Of interest, Collins also noted that Comet Kohoutek was
discovered by accident, although most comets are
discovered by astronomers that are specifically searching
for them.
"In March of last year, Lubos Kohoutek was taking
photos of some asteroids he had discovered in an effort to
determine their orbits when he noticed the comet," said
Collins.
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University motor pool: sink or swim
By GINNY MANNING
The nationwide gas shortage
has not bypassed motorists in the
Piedmont area. While drivers of
both private and official vehicles
are faced with higher prices and
insufficient supplies of gasoline,
the University motor pool faces a
particular problem in the
acquisition and allocation of fuel.
According to Billie Nix,
director of the University motor
pool, the University has officially
been allocated about 16 per cent
less fuel this year than it was able
to purchase during the 1972 fiscal
year.
"Each year's allocation is
based on the usage of the
previous year, so these new
allocations are eventually going
to affect the motor pool, though
most trips that have already been
requested and approved probably
won't be affected to any great
degree right away," said Nix.
"However," he continued,
"having 16 per cent less fuel is
bound to change the way we will
think about using cars. At this
point, we're trying to keep the
entire fleet (which includes
buses, vans and automobiles) on
a ready-to-use basis. There have
been instances where University
cars have had to get fuel from an

outside source, but we've tried to
meet everyone's needs."
Because each department has
been allocated motor-poolcontrolled gasoline based on that
department's usage during 1972,
Nix explained, "we do have both
the vehicle and fuel available. We
are now working on the
assumption that we have the car,
and we will do our best to see that
it will have an adequate supply of
gas. It will be up to the department to decide how it wants to
utilize its motor pool resources."
"Extension workers, who do a
lot of traveling, have not been
severely affected as . of yet,
although some have had to use
their department's credit cards
to obtain gasoline from outside
sources when they have used up
their department's allotment
from the motor pool. Student
organizations also haven't felt
the pinch yet, but I would be
reluctant to say that there will
never be any shortage problems
in this area."
Suggestions have been made
that the motor pool purchase a
fleet of compact cars. In a
previous interview both Roy
Rochester, University conservation officer and director at
the physical plant, and President
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R. C. Edwards expressed the
possibility of a change to smaller
cars but that this type of changeover "would have to be closely
studied." It had been noted by
Rochester that the Plymouth
Furies currently used by the
motor pool can get about 16 miles
to the gallon.
Nix was reluctant to disclose
whether any definite decision had
been reached concerning the
purchase of compact cars for the
University fleet.
"I really can't offer any
comment on the matter since I
have no authority in the making
of such a decision, but I don't
believe anything definite has
been decided as of yet. The entire
situation is changing so rapidly

According to housing director
Manning Lomax, dormitory
space is still tight this semester,
although efforts are being made
to improve crowded conditions.
"We really won't be as crowded
as we were last semester,"
Lomax pointed out. However, he
confirmed that dormitories are
"definitely filled" and that approximately 80 women students
have been placed in temporary
accommodations in the Clemson
House.
Lomax claimed that the
situation
has
improved
significantly, since only a
minimal number of students have
been assigned to the converted
dorm study rooms that were used
so extensively last semester.
In addition, "everyone who was
assigned to the converted study
rooms last semester has been
reassigned to more permanent
quarters by now," Lomax
maintained. He said that only
those students who asked to keep
their temporary rooms in the
Clemson House have not been
relocated. t
By next year, Lomax hopes the
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knows just how big this will get,
and I really couldn't say how a
national coupon system would
change things here at the motor
pool."
The uncertainty surrounding
the availability of gasoline in the
future makes it difficult for
University agencies to do any
truly definitive long-range
planning, since the amount of fuel
might substantially diminish as
easily as it could increase, noted
Nix.
"Everything's such a mess now
that it's practically impossible to
make any predictions, but it is
almost certain that the changes
in gas allocation will affect
everyone who owns a car or
drives one," he concluded.

Dorm space is still tight
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that it's hard to say anything
definite about any one aspect of
the total energy crisis," said Nix.
Rochester had originally expressed the hope that the
University would have at least
the same amount of fuel as had
been used during 1972, but the
reality of the 16 per cent cutback
in fuel, along with the possibility
of a national coupon rationing
system by March, will have a
definite effect on all automobile
usage.
Said Nix, "There will be a
definite effect here, but its exact
nature, I just don't know. Certainly, if things continue as they
are now, we will have to reexamine priorities and even
possibly curtail usage. No one
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dormitory problem will be
lessened, especially since the
Board of Trustees approved in
November the use of six floors of
the Clemson House as permanent
dormitory space.
"The reason we requested this
space," Lomax said, "was our
anticipation of need based on last
year's enrollment." Yet even
with the additional space, Lomax

admitted that dorm accommodations may still be
crowded.
School officials are currently
considering various plans for
converting the hotel rooms into
dorm space, the housing director
mentioned. The change will be
implemented by first semester of
next year.

Clemson University offers
pre-professional degree
Clemson University has announced that it will award a
Bachelor's Degree in PreProfessional Studies to qualified
former students who left the
University without earning a
degree
and
entered
a
professional,
post-graduate
school.
The degree will also be made
available beginning July 1, to
current and future Clemson
students who satisfactorily
complete three years of undergraduate work and the first
year at a professional, postgraduate school.
The Clemson Board of Trustees
cleared the way last July for the
University to again award the B.
A. or B. S. degree in PreProfessional Studies when it

rescinded a 1961 policy which
discontinued the practice.
"Former Clemson students
who enrolled in an accredited,
professional,
post-graduate
school immediately after leaving
the University can apply for
consideration as a candidate for
the degree," said Dr. Claud B.
Green, flean of indergraduate
studies.
"The undergraduate and postgraduate records of each applicant will be reviewed on an
individual basis by the dean of
the University college in which
the student took his or her major
course work," said Green.
Former stuc.ents who want to
apply for the degree should write
Stanley Smith, administrative
assistant, registrars office,
Clemson University, Clemson.
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Women claim harassment by police
By GINNY MANNING
"Wouldn't you be pretty mad
and upset if some men were
banging on your door and
shouting 'Open up!' at 2:30 in the
morning?" asked Clemson
student Betsy Flynn during a
recent interview. "The whole
incident is something I'd rather
forget, but it made me so mad
that 1 don't think I'll be able to."
The incident that angered
Flynn and her roommate (who
wishes to remain anonymous)
centers around the attempt of
Pickens County law enforcement
officials to arrest students who
apparently had lived previously
in what is now the two women's
apartment.
However,
the
students for whom the warrants
were issued had not lived in the
apartment for over five months—
a fact that law enforcement officers were to discover after
Flynn cautiously answered the
door.
"I was frightened when I woke
up and heard somebody pounding
on the door. Then I heard
someone shouting, 'Open up!
This is the Pickens County
Sheriff!' My roommate and I
couldn't see who it was from the
window but we didn't have any
plans to open the door—anyone
could say that they were the
Pickens County sheriff—and
neither of us wanted to open the
door to some man we didn't know
at 2:30 in the morning," said
Flynn.
"Well, we have a chain lock on
the inside, so we felt safe in
opening the door and seeing
exactly who this was claiming to
be the police. These incredibly
bright lights shone in my face and
I heard someone say, 'We're here
to arrest X.' "
Flynn explained that she knew

who X was but that he had not
lived in the apartment for over
five months. "I told them that he
was no longer living here and I
had no idea where he was
presently living," she noted.
"Then one of the policemen
said, 'Look, lady, we know he
lives here; we bought an ounce of
marijuana from him and Y in
August.' This really amazed me
because I also knew who Y was
through classes and he had
graduated last May and left
Clemson for a job in another
country and had definitely not
returned.
Flynn said she asked the officers to describe the suspects.
"The descriptions that they gave
did not come close to what either
guy really looked like. It appeared that the only thing that
any of the police knew for sure
was that they allegedly bought
marijuana from some boys in this
house, which consists of several
apartments besides ours.
"Anyway, they became incredibly rude — things to the
effect that 'we know your kind.'
That really shocked me; they
didn't even know who we were,
but they were ready to make
insinuations. It was incredible.
'I asked one of the men if they
could have some empathy with us
— didn't they realize that young
women just don't open doors to
shouting men at 2:30 in the
morning? 'Some what?' said one
of them. Another said, 'Lady, you
wouldn't have anything to Jbe
afraid of if you didn't have
something to hide."
Although the girls "didn't have
anything to hide," Flynn noted
she "didn't feel compelled to let
some men I didn't know into our
apartment; they didn't have a
search warrant, so we weren't
obligated to let them in. It took

Clemson Service Station
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quite a while for us to convince
them that we alone lived there,
there.
"It turned out that the police
had gone to the post office and
looked up the last street address
of X; he had gotten a post office
box at school but didn't list a
street address in the student
directory. Our address was Y's
last street address listed in the
directory—we occasionally got
some junk mail addressed to
him—but Y had been gone since

May."
The officers finally left, "but a
patrol car kept cruising up and
down our street. I really don't
know what they expected to
see. By the way, we still have our
friends in the patrol car slow up
to about one mile an hour as soon
as they reach our block.
The women were "upset, angry
and shocked" at the treatment
they had received. Flynn related,
"I was shocked that the police
were so ignorant about who they

were arresting but that they had
so much power. If they had had a
search warrant, our house would
have turned into a shambles, yet
there wouldn't have been
anything to find or to accuse us
of. We had nothing to do with the
people that the police were
looking for, but we were hassled
anyway. The rude treatment we
received made me angry as well
as upset: why were we assumed
guilty when the police had no idea
continued on page 8

The REGENCY
Townhouse Apartments
6 - months Lease Available for Students
(and only $50 security deposit required)

*1 Bedroom. . . 120
*2 Bedrooms. .. 145
The Regency is in on attractive area with plenty of room to roam the country side.
You will have luxuries for really great living

• Swimming pool
• Party Room with Fireplace
• Shag Carpeting

• Color Co-ordinated Kitchens
-including dishwasher, range, and refrigerator
• Central Heating and Air Conditioning

The Regency
located between Clemson and Central on S.C. 93
Telephone: 654-1558
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Looking back: remember how it was ?
By MARILYN THOMPSON
Looking Back: A Chronicle Of
Growing Up Old In The Sixties
By Joyce Maynard. Doubleday and
Company, Inc., Copyright 1973
Maybe you remember how it was back
then. I do.
Those agonizing junior high school days
when every action, every article of
clothing you wore was of maximum importance. When being "good looking" and
having a "great personality" were a
person's major assets, and being a part of
the clannish "in crowd" was the dream of
both girls and boys.
Or maybe you remember elementary
school — that strange period of transition
from carefree youth (grades 1-4) to serious
womanhood (grades 5-6). Suddenly, jerked
from the comfort of childish innocence,
you were taught (in school, nevertheless)
of the eternal "burden of womanhood,"
with the aid of animated Walt Disney flicks
and a very prim school nurse who
whispered of something "beautiful and
exciting" that was going to happen to your
body.
And surely you remember high school.
Who doesn't? The closely knit sorority and
fraternity kids and the allied groups of
"nobodies" living in two separate worlds
— one, a glamorous whirlwind of parties,
dances and daring romances; the other,
well, not so exciting. Remember how

"who-was-dating-who" was more important than the Vietnam War or national
politics? Of course, there was a lot of
serious thought in those times, like where
to go to school, what to major in, etc.
These memories are very real tame.
Perhaps that is why I feel such a feeling of
comradeship with Joyce Maynard. In her
short "chronicle of growing up old in the
sixties," Maynard gives not only a
nostalgic look at youth but also some keen
observations on the effects that the hectic
60's decade has had on a whole generation.
For Maynard and for many others, it
was fast-paced, sophisticated time that
left little room for youthful immaturity. It
was a world without the luxury of childish
illusions; there was no real place for Santa
Claus, or tooth fairies, or even fairy tales.
And the results, according to Maynard,
are that "we're tired, often more from
boredom than exertion, old without being
wise, worldly not from seeing the world
but from watching it on television."
Written when she was an eighteen-yearold Yale sophomore, Maynard's Looking
Back is a terse, concise work that is extremely well-written, especially considering the author's age and the fact that
this is her first writing endeavor of major
proportions.
v
She writes on the premise that "you
can't really know where we are and how
we got there without knowing where we've
been," and so all of her backward glimpses, her personal memories, are directed

toward that end.
"I don't claim to be a spokesman for my
generation," Maynard explains." But
because we are media children, because
the Beatles and the Kennedys were close
as relatives, some of the memories are
national, even universal."
Her memories are strangely similar to
those of every other child of the pepsi
generation.
Who could have grown up then without
feeling the tragedy of the Kennedy
assassination or the impact of the unprecedented mania of the Beatles' first
appearance on the Sullivan show?
Yet, Maynard does not limit herself to
recollections of hula-hoop championships
and Dr. Kildare segments. As the book
goes on she gets into heavy thinking, expounding her opinions on "using drugs and
sleeping with boyfriends and dropping out
to buy land in Vermont and live off the
soil."
These are perhaps the weakest sections
of the book. Although Maynard proposes
some sound criticisms against smoking
marijuana and presents a convincing
argument against keeping or losing one's
virginity, her writing style itself tends to
lose much of its appeal when she mounts
the soap box to preach her viewpoints.
There is an obvious, dissappointing
change of tone in the boos; she changes
from a sometimes lighthearted,

sometimes cynical commentator to a
bitter critic of what she calls youth's "Idon't give-a shit" attitude and actions.
Both parts are good, but the mixture of the
two is rather unfortunate.
Another feature which detracts from the
book's overall stylistic excellence is
Maynard's strange ordering of events and
recollections. Although she divides the
book into chapters according to particular
years, the events she describes often have
no relation to the date. She flits back and
forth from year to year in a sometimes
annoying manner. It reads as though she
initially had a pattern for the book, but
later decided to disregard it.
Maynard's book would probably not
have widespread appeal; mainly, it would
be of interest to those who grew up in this
particular time and realize its uniqueness.
And there is no hard-hitting theme to be
gotten from the book; it is, however, very
thought-provoking, a catalyst for some
kind of personal "looking-back experience."
As Maynard says, "If there's a main
theme...I think it's the idea of growing up
old, feeling not disillusionment so much as
weariness." "If chronicling my youth at
eighteen seems strange, she explains, "it
is the prematurely aging sixties that make
me look back, already, at what most
people turn to only in old age."

things we like

New year's releases, part I
By GARY RAGAN
Every year the record companies make
a last-minute dash to see who can release
the most records and cash in on Christmas
in the biggest way. The result this year
was that too many albums came out in too
much of a rush for all of them to be
covered here in any detail, so the first
couple of installments this semester will
be directed toward getting at least some of
the major works covered, though briefly,
before they get too dusty.
"Brain Salad Surgery"
Emerson, Lake, and Palmer
After well over a year of silence, as far
as records are concerned, ELP have
- produced an album, which, despite several
flaws, is a strong, well-made work and is
definitely superior to their last effort. The
greatest portion of the album is taken up
by "Karn Evil 9" composed by Emerson,
with lyrics by Lake and old King Crimson
friend Pete Sinfield.
Lasting nearly thirty minutes, this piece
spans a wide range of styles from jazz to
funk to their trademark sound of ominous,
thundering rock. Emerson treats us to
more of his lovely piano work as was heard
on the band's first album. Greg Lake's
pounding bass and chilling voice are as
alive as ever, and he also contributes some
fine guitar work. Carl Palmer is, if
anything, even busier than usual on much
of the album. The production by Lake is
excellent, as usual, and the album is
overall a highly interesting and inventive
piece of work. Perhaps Keith got scared by
the applause Rick Wakeman's solo
masterpiece drew and was compelled to
write something that would test his inventiveness. If so, we could do with more
such competition.
"Selling England By The Pound"
Genesis
This English band is now beginning to
get some deserved notice, and this album
won't hurt their chances of getting more.

They are an accomplished quintet who
play, among them, more than a dozen
different instruments and combine them in
a most original manner.
Their music is very formal and structured, like that of The Yes and ELP, and
there are occasional flashes of both of
those bands in Genesis' playing, but their
approach is different. They sound more
like a group rather than a band supporting
a star or like a collection of stars. Their
emphasis leans slightly toward the vocals,
but not to the detriment of the music. Their
arrangements swell in fullness and cover a
wide dynamic range.
In short, the music sounds good and
holds your attention. Genesis is well worth
your time, especially if you like the highly
structured type of music which is now
coming into its own.
"Mekanik Destruktiw
Kommandoh"
Magma
This conglomerate is supposedly one of
the top groups in Germany and is trying,
with this album, to get a foot inside the
lucrative American door. If the American
public has any musical scruples whatsoever, they will fight this unholy intrusion
with any and all weapons. The album
consists of clumsy lyrics chanted over and
over again interminably (and in German)
on top of musical accompaniment which is
equally tiring to listen to. The combined
effect is absolutely stupefying.
If this is what the German youth
willingly subject themselves to (for
pleasure, no less) they may indeed be the
Master Race, at least as far as endurance
goes.
BUFFALO SPRINGFIELD
One of the more influential early rock
groups, the Springfield after selfdestruction yielded pieces which became
Crosby, Stills, Nash, and Young, Poco, and
Loggins and Messina, to name the betterknown ones.
Atco is cashing in on the current back-to-

the-roots craze by reissuing a large portion
of the band's efforts on this double album.
It contains all their biggies such as
"Bluebird", "For What It's Worth",
"Rock 'n' Roll Woman" and a double
handful of other songs from the group's
various albums.
The music is still good and whether
you're a history buff or not, it's a pretty
good album, especially since the original
recordings are getting a bit scarce.
"Live Dates"
Wishbone Ash
This double live album more than makes
up for the infirmities of their last studio
album. While the production job is pretty
spotty, the performances captured here
are generally excellent. The entire scope
and history of the band are included here
as they play songs from all four of their
previous albums. They perform their
longer pieces such as "The Pilgrim" and
"Phoenix," as well as their shorter
compositions.
The album confirms the thought that
Wishbone Ash is one of the very best bands
now working. Their style is invigoratingly
original and strikes an excellent balance
between tight arrangements and freeflowing improvisations. Composition of
individual solos is unerringly good and the
band is as beautifully tight as could be.
Every minute of "Live Dates .is enjoyable
and makes one look forward eagerly to the
bands next release of new material,
material.
RUMOR CONTROL:
Cream rumor No. 1 says that Cream iswas together again, practicing the old
material, and had even booked a tour for
the states this summer, but Clapton
backed out to tour with others. Cream
rumor No. 2 says Jack Bruce heard No. 1
and shook his head in disgust. Cream
rumor No. 3 says that Baker would have
nothing to do with the other two, so Jim
Keltner agreed to do the tour with Clapton
and Bruce. Atlantic Records denies
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everything, so maybe there's something to
it.
Beatle rumors are flying too, now that
Wings has crashed. Supposedly, Yoko has
had it with John, and Lennon and
McCartney are speaking and even wanting
to start up again. This was the last
stumbling block to the long-predicted
reunion, but now Ringo is supposed to be
the recalcitrant one, feeling The Beatles
were just another musical phase he went
through and now feels is over.
In the news, Spartanburg's finest, the
Marshall Tucker Band, have been in the
studio again. As of a couple of weeks ago
they had four tracks finished and a couple
more just waiting for the piano track to be
laid down. The new album is scheduled for
release after the band returns from a
European tour with the Allman Brothers
early this year.
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the tiger
Once again
The White House announced this week that
President Nixon's short-lived and rather unspectacular Operation Candor was at an end.
The demise of Nixon's much ballyhooed game
plan to regain the confidence and trust of the
American public had been rumored for weeks.
Nixon, it seems, had been unhappy with the
results of the project. Public disclosure of his
income tax figures, as well as papers concerning
ITT and the milk fund had failed to silence the
President's critics. Indeed, the information
sparked demands for further, more comprehensive investigations.
Now, as in the past, Nixon has expressed
disappointment and even bitterness that his
attempts to "set the record straight" have
resulted not in grateful appreciation, but in
further criticism and demands that remaining
questions be answered. Often his attacks have
been directed towards members of the press,
who have not only offered criticism, but have
relayed the criticisms of others.
Last year, as American troops began the longawaited withdrawal from Vietnam, Nixon expressed his disappointment that the country did
not greet the end of American involvement in
Vietnam with the same enthusiasm that was so
apparent at the end of previous wars.
What Nixon has failed to- realize is that his
achievements have consistently been too littletoo late. After the peace treaty was signed, most
Americans wanted only to forget the division and
senseless .bloodshed associated with a conflict
which might have ended at an earlier date, on
the same terms and with fewer lives lost.
Similarly, Nixon's programs dealing with the
economy and the energy shortage, as well as
Operation Candor, came so long after they were
needed that they were generally ineffective—if
not disasterous.
The failure of Operation Candor is not the fault
of the American public or of the press. It is but
another indication of Nixon's inability to
recognize and decisively respond to the needs of
the people.
Once again, Nixon has attempted to regain the
confidence of the people. Once again, he has
failed.
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".... IT VANISHED QUITE SLOWLy.—ENDING WITH THE GRIN, WHICH REMAINED SOMETIME
THE REST OP IT HAP GONE.. "—LEWIS CARROLL'S CH&5H1PE CAT

Pass the funnies, please
Caught up on two things during
break—sleep and the funny
papers. The funny papers were
the more interesting of the two. I
personally subscribe to two
newspapers; both apparently
consider themselves too intellectual to include a comics
section. While at my parents'
home I again became enamored
with the likes of Gasoline Alley,
Steve Canyon, Pogo and Blondie.
Friends, I hadn't realized how
much I had missed you.
Who doesn't feel something
lacking when he misses his
Sunday afternoon perusal of the
funnies section? Over 12 years
ago our Sunday paper somehow
skipped a jog in the assembly line
and the comics section was
omitted. What a disappointment
to look through the whole paper
and panic to discover the comics
lacking. We finally borrowed our
neighbor's paper, but the despair
of the incident still remains vivid.
I never met a soul who did not
read the Sunday funnies. Many
persons claim a dislike for them,
yet still they read them. I despise
the thrill-serials Dick Tracy and
Kerry Drake. I despise them
every time I read them, which is
as often as I get the chance. I find
Andy Capp, a pitiful attempt at
humor and in bad taste as well. I
read Andy Capp regularly. Ernie
Bushmiller's Nancy, comprises
an inane, worn-out collection of
bland pictorials that could appeal
only to the lowest intellect.I
always enjoy Nancy. Prince
Valiant seems a well-done series
of episodes containing a logical
plot structure, believable
characters and a mature
viewpoint.
I usually skip over Prince
Valiant. Too tiring to read.
Were a Gallup Poll taken to
determine
the
public's
preference for comic characters,
Peanuts would prove the overall
favorite, preferred by maybe 75
per cent of all literates and
possibly 100 per cent of all
illiterates. Aren't they just the
most adorable characters you
ever saw? Children who act and

talk like adults. I ask you, what
more hideous aberation could
there be than a young child who
has lost his innocence and thinks
like an adult? The very values we

mas day column leads me to
believe that it will. That particular episode was as moving an
obituary as Walt Kelly will ever
receive. Pogo fanatics should

Driftwood
By GEORGE A. SMITH
treasure in children—innocence,
unquestioning love, devotion to
parents—are missing in the
Peanuts people. The only
childlike values they retain are
the ones we attempt to train out
of children—selfishness, insecurity, short-tempers. Snoopy
and Woodstock are the only
Peanuts characters I find attempting to live up to their real
potential. The other misfits are
just soulless creatures suffering
from an aborted childhood and a
premature maturity:
Now of course I like Peanuts
But occasionally I suspect that I
find it exceedingly profound only
because I am supposed to find it
exceedingly profound.
Continuing with our poll, we
wouid find that students constitute a fringe group affected
with preferences for Dunesbury
B.C.,
and
Tumbleweeds
Dunesbury is probably the
favorite of the three because of
its political insight. Students love
it because it tells them what they
already know: very little. I like
Tumbleweeds for its realistic
comparison to life. Lotsa Luck is
the only one with any intelligence, and he is roundly
ignored by the lot. Ah, humanity.
As for B.C., we all tried it and I
guess we like it.
My own favorite strip? I will
have to say Pogo when it's good,
which is only one-third of the
time. The other two-thirds are
either pot-boilers or maybe just
completely over my head. Pogo's
creator, Walt Kelly, died last
month, and I am wondering if the
strip will continue. The Christ-

hunt for it if they missed it.
"Kinda Christmas you feels
more quiet and thoughtful than
jumping an' singing...
"Umm—We lost so much this
year."
So says Pogo as he, Miz Beaver
and several beaver children
board that famous old flatbottomed boat the Pogo
characters have spent countless
afternoons on poling through the
swamp, voicing their contemplated thoughts.
Miz Beaver—"We din't lose so
much...we just gave it back after
borrowin' it for awhile."
And in the last picture,
depicting the simple yet majestic
beauty of cypress trees
overhanging the lagoon, the little
boat fades almost from sight,
save for Miz Beaver's words,
"He allus said don't take life
too serious...It ain't nohow
permanent."
I liked that. But more intriguing was the inscription on
the side of the boat. Never in the
history of Pogo has that boat had
the same name in any two
drawings of it. This time in the
first picture were the initials
"W.K." on the side and two
hearts on the transom. In the
second picture the boat was so
small as to be nearly illegible.
Faintly, appeared the same
letters, "W.K.," on the side. And
on the transom, so small as to
need a magnifying glass to be
positive, appeared, "1913-1973."
Pogo, you once declared that
"We has met the enemy and they
is us."
I don't think so.

editorials

letters
Crisis not
romantic

\4

One hears talk these days about
how good the energy crisis is
going to be for us. Forced to live
with less, people will walk and
use bicycles, thus becoming
ruddy-cheeked and vigorous.
Some folks even welcome the
crisis because it will change
lifestyles they see as gluttonous
and materialistic. Let's not
romanticize the energy shortage
and its effects!
There is room for cutting flab
and appetites in a country which,
with six per cent of the world's
population, consumes 30 per cent
of the world's energy supplies.
Figures on heart attacks are a
strong argument for less driving
and more walking, but there are
some other aspects that seem to
be forgotten.
For instance, not everyone can
own a 10-speed bicycle costing
over $100. Also, smugly cheerful
thoughts about people doing
without appliances and conveniences ring hollow for those
who have never had such things.
The crisis will hit us all, but
probably the poor harder than
others. That old line about "them
that got is them that gets" will
affect people who, for example,
may not be able to cajole more
fuel oil from a distributor with a
$10 bill or the promise of large
consumption when the crisis is
over.
Included among the benefits is
the idea that a crisis often brings
out the best in people — that we
might see an increased neighborliness. Some romantics are
stretching this idea and are
seeing a reappearance of
vanished institutions such as the
corner grocery story that we may
walk to rather than burn a gallon
of gas in the family Porsche to
buy a loaf of bread.
Further, much of the talk is
concentrated on discomforts as
we change the way we live.
Before long, however, the energy
shortage may affect jobs. People
may be out of work on a scale
unknown in this country for
generations.
I find nothing in the energy
situation to remind us of a
midwinter snowstorn with happy
sledding, sliding, and the
throwing of snowballs with
youthful exuberance. A good and
cooperative spirit will be helpful,
but nostalgia and romantic
notions should not becloud our
view of the tough realities ahead.
Charles Kerr

Ways to
save gas
The APO should be commended for their fine transportation service from the
parking lots on Sunday nights.
However, in the shadow of a
major energy shortage, their
efforts are a needless waste. It is
great getting a ride to the dorms
— but one should consider the gas
used for at least 15 trips each
Sunday, 60 trips a month, and 540'

trips a year. For what? Wasting
gas to keep a student from having
to walk a few hundred feet is not a
good reason.
We all have to do our part to
save gas. Banning this APO
service is only a small part of our
efforts to save gas. As stated in
The State, there are several ways
we can save gas consumption:
1) Automatic chokes should be
regularly checked and oil
changed only when necessary.
2) Drive at lower speeds (50
mph).
3) Don't idle your car in a
traffic jam. You save gas if you
restart engine when traffic
resumes.
4) Form car pools* to class.
Putting up signs on post office
bulletin boards is an excellent
way to save on gas and money.
5) Buy less than a full tank.
This will prevent wasteful
overflow, allowing room for fuel
expansion.
The Tiger should be commended for their energy crisis
article in the Nov. 30 issue. Let us
all do our part to save gas.
Richard Tomlinson

Praise to
band, team
Congratulations to the Clemson
football team and Coach Red
Parker for playing such a fine
game
against
U.S.C.
Congratulations also to the Tiger
Band. Their fine and dignified
performance at half-time was
great. We are appreciative and
proud.
L.S.Hill

Energy crisis
to be serious
The energy crisis we face is a
serious problem. Though, at this
time, it may only be a political
bluff, this fact doesn't assure us
of a limitless supply of fuel.
Sooner or later, we will run dry.
Therefore, knowing the end will
come, now is a good time to start
looking for alternatives. Right
away, people suggest that we ban
Sunday driving and ration
gasoline. This will not solve the
problem, only lengthen its
existence. However, until we do
find a new source of energy, it is
necessary that 'we conserve as
much fuel as possible. But what
sources of energy does the earth
have to offer that we can harness?
Electrical energy would seem a
likely succession to oil. For one
thing, it can be produced a
variety of ways: by atomic
reaction, by hydroelectric means
and by solar energy.
Solar energy, a radiant energy
from the sun would be the least
feasible means of production. Not
only would the supply be limited
to daylight hours, but the time
and expense involved in equipping the entire country for the
utilization of solar energy would
practically defeat the purpose.
With a potential of a thousand
times greater than oil and its
derivatives, atomic energy could
be and has been harnessed to

produce electricity. But it, too,
faces drawbacks. Many people
fear the idea of atomics, and they
might resent and reject a nuclear
reactor in their community.
Secondly, the shear bulk of an
atomic pile and its surrounding
encasement of lead and concrete
would exclude its use from such
important
machines
as
automobiles and airplanes.
Finally, even with the introduction of "breeder reactors,"
the supply of fissionable material
is much less than that of crude
oil.
Hydroelectric power is an
efficient means of energy. Using
one of the laws of nature, gravity,
to produce electricity, it is both
inexpensive and inexhaustable.
In addition, the water is
unharmed and reusable.
This, I think, is the key man
must use in search for new
energy-producing means. That
is, to find a mode or technique of
extracting energy which is
beneficial to both man and
nature. Up until now, man has
ignored nature in the search for
fuel. From strip mining coal to
the extraction of oil through
pumps, nothing is returned to the
earth. However, the situation is
not hopeless. There is, to my
limited knowledge, at least one
possibility. That is the utilization
of methane gas. The conversion
to methane would not require the
vast and complex necessity of
changing to new types of engines
as the use of electricity would.
Also, the combustion of methane
would result in far fewer
pollutants. Finally, and most
importantly, methane can be
produced easily without harm to
nature.
Methane gas is produced by
any organic waste, be it animal,
plant or human. The simple
process involves the decomposition of organic waste by an
aerobic bacteria in an airless
environment. The resultant
products are methane and a rich
fertilizer. This gas could be piped
directly to the home for heating
and cooking. It can also be
shipped to service stations.
Of course, this solution may
have serious complications that I
have overlooked. But it is a
possibility, and it illustrates that,
with today's technical advancements, a solution shouldn't
be hard to find.
Camden Eflin

Lifestyles to
be reexamined
After being forced to comply
with all the recent measures of
gas conservation, we all may
think we are contributing our
share to the solution of the energy
crisis. If so, let's take another
look at our accustomed "life
styles" and households to see just
how much power is really being
saved.
Indeed, an enormous amount of
energy is being conserved —
human energy. While the
American
public
will
begrudgingly yield to the fuel
preserving and light dimming
measures, in many homes the

greatest amount of power conservation is man power.
Technological developments of
the past few decades bring us a
vast array of electrical appliances designed to perform
every imaginable task.
With such easily available, but
unnecessary, household helpers
as electric can openers, pencil
sharpeners, electric knives,
scissors and even power toothbrushes, it now seems inconceivable to many people to
perform everyday functions
without the aid of such devices.
Advertisers "suck in" countless
lazy individuals a day claiming
that no one should be without the
latest twig grinders or trash
compactors. Why spend the time
and effort taking the garbage all
the way to the outside cans each
night when you can plug in the
compactor, effortlessly toss th
the rubbish within and let electricity do the work?
This comfortable way of life is
soon to end! Our society has been
far too spoiled by fancy electrical
devices which we now take for
granted. Although there are
many other serious causes of the
lack of power that touches all our
lives, these effort-saving luxuries
greatly contribute. The successful sales of such aids to
laziness rely on avoidance of a
realistic look into the future of
electricity and its "soaring"
prices. A partial answer to the
power shortage is an increased
use of human energy. There is
quite a substantial, yet idle,
supply somewhere "out there."
Next time you turn on your
electric toothbrush, remember
that long ago people had clean
teeth and energy.
Barbara Harmount

Rent-a-fan
offer made
As you probably know, ACC
Tournament tickets are virtually
impossible to come by. Why,
things are getting so bad that I
understand
many -. North
Carolinians have in recent years
donated heavily to the coffers of
the Clemson and Virginia alumni
associations so that they might
obtain tickets through said institutions. Tickets flow more
freely there, for it seems that
basketball talent and fan enthusiasm at those two great
universities are approximately
the same: nil! Here at home, a
new tradition has emerged: the
passing down or "willing' of
tournament tickets from father to
son.
I am a very avid ACC
basketball fan, but, alas, as of
this writing I am still ticketless
for '74. My lack of tickets is due to
a lack of big bread to donate to
my alma mater, which is a Big
Four School, or to Clemson or
Virginia. Big bread will come
with age, I trust, so for now I will
have to make do with sheer
ingenuity. I have recently uncovered a real need amongst
many tournament-goers, and it is
this gap that I hope to fill in
March.

It seems that many spectators
attend the tournament just "to
see who they can see"; many are
politicians out shaking hands;
many are wives making sure that
their husbands really go to all six
games. Amongst this lot there
are some (I hesitate to hazard an
estimate)
who lack understanding as to the intricacies
of the game of basketball. They
are confused as to what team is
wearing what color, who the
coaches and players are (in the
case of "Lefty" Driesell, the
player-coach), what offense and
defense mean and (gasp!) what
the score is.
I am a real student of these
complexities (and more), and if
any reader out there is lacking in
knowledge of ACC basketball
and, in addition, is blessed with
an extra ticket to the March
festival, I would be more than
happy to sit with him (but
preferably with "her" through all
six games. My scholarly play-byplay, unlike that of the ThackerPacker television team, will not
be interrupted by commercial
message except on request.
There is no charge for my services, and I'll even buy the
popcorn.
Awaiting a deluge of letters, I
am,
R. Dent Fan
P.O. Box 21408
Greensboro, N. C.
P. S. This "Rent-a-Fan" offer
is also good for the Eastern
Regionals in Raleigh and the
UNC—UCLA game in Greensboro later in March.

Let's do
our part
During the last few weeks the
existence of an energy crisis has
come to the full attention of the
American public. However, this
dilemma has been developing for
over six years. Why, then, is this
energy shortage just now being
realized?
Evidence shows that Congress
has been avoiding this vital issue
since the late sixties. Our
government just did not have the
money needed to tackle the
energy crisis. Our economy has
been running on an unbalanced
budget. Each time Congress
draws up a new budget, it has to
leave some things out. One of the
easiest things to cut over the last
few years has been the funding
needed to tackle the energy
problem. Only now are we
realizing that this was a mistake.
This energy crisis is having a
great impact on all phases of
American life. Americans are
beginning to appreciate luxuries
that we never thought about
before. Great changes are going
to be necessary to keep this
country running.
Many of these changes will
have to be the responsibility of
individuals
and
small
cooperative
groups.
For
example, the students on this
campus all need to be more
conservative with electrical
power. Most students have a
continued on page 8
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Harassment*..

continued from page 3
who we were; why were we
treated as if we had done
something wrong?
The next day, Flynn notified
her father to determine whether
she had legal -.redress. "I was
pretty upset when I talked to him
so he told me to make a complaint, but to do it calmly, so I
wouldn't be treated like some
hysterical nut." Both my Flynn
and her roommate went to the
Pickens County Courthouse and

Many fee paid
positions available.
Technical
Administration
Secretarial
Clerical
Office
Sales

filed a formal complaint against
the officers involved, stating that
they had been rude and
threatening. The complaint is to
go on record, and the people
against whom it was filed are to
be given a formal reprimand, she
explained. "It probably won't
make any difference in the way
an ordinary citizen gets treated;
that's pretty depressing."
The entire incident has
disillusioned her, Flynn noted. "I
always thought that you were

Where New
Futures Begin

assumed innocent until proven
guilty and that a person who has
done nothing illegal had nothing

to fear from the police and would
be treated in a reasonable, polite
manner. It's a hard thing to

realize that the system you were
taught to believe in your whole
life just isn't true."

the library pool has been cut off.
Lights all over campus have
either been dimmed or cut off
completely. This is a fine effort,
but it seems to have been carried
to an extreme.
All the lights around dorms
have been dimmed. Some of the
■lights around dorms have been
cut off. Also, some walkways
between dorms are now completely dark at night.
This shutoff could be dangerous

to the residents of women's
dormitories. These lights around
the dorms and along heavily
traveled walkways are badly
needed. Without them, just about
anything could happen.

letters

continued from page 7
room full of electrical appliances
and accessories. Many of these
are not necessary. Think how
much energy could be conserved
if everyone on this campus unplugged his appliances that use
electric current continuously. It
is not going to hurt anyone to wait
a minute or two for his television
to come on.
The University has taken steps
to reduce the amount of power
used on the grounds. The spray of

M. BROCKMAN JEWELER

226-6023
2315 N. Main-Regency Bldg.

Oconee Square
Seneca, S. C.

Clemson University has taken
the first step to conserve energy
in our area of South Carolina.
This effort by the University is a
good example for everyone. Now
it is time for all the individuals
who make up Clemson to try to
conserve energy. All it takes is
giving up a small luxury or two
now. This small sacrifice might
prevent is from having to give up
a lot more later.
Name Withheld By Request

AUTHORIZED KEEPSAKE DIAMOND DEALER

STUDENT UNION
FILMS

ENGRAVING ON PREMISES

RESEARCH

GREEK ALPHABET AVAILABLE

■

thousands of topics
$2.75. per page

6:50 & 9:00

SEND FOR YOUR UP-TO-DATE,
144-PAGE, MAIL-ORDER
CATALOG. ENCLOSE $1.00
TO COVER POSTAGE

I "THE MECHANIC"
■
■

■ Free training in the skill you want
■ Guaranteed promotion
■ Job security
■ 30 days' paid vacation
■ Travel

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.
11941 Wilshire Blvd., Suite #2
Los Angeles, Calif. 90025
(213) 477-8474 or 477-5493

I
I

MSgt. Wood
225-7491

Alpine
Designs
Backpacking Sales and Rental
Demonstrations Available
And other backpacking brands
Bass and Dunham Boots
Grumman and Old Town Canoes and Kayaks

'

ALL MOVIES AT THE
YMCA THEATER

| DIAL
2300

FOR RECORDED
INFOONSTUDENT
UNION EVENTS

J.
J.
MUSIC
0C0NEE SQUARE SHOPPING CENTER
SENECA
882-8600
Largest Album and Tape Selection

Complete
Stereo
Line

Packard Bell

Football, Tennis, Soccer, Basketball, Baseball, Golf, and with names
like: Wilson, Spalding, Rawlings, Riddell, Converse, Adidas, Puma,
Everlast, Browning & many more

U.S. 123(7 miles from Clemson)Seneca

SUNDAY FREE FLICK
SUN. JAN. 138:00PM
■
CAPTAIN MARVEL
SERIES NO. 1 (one)
AND

by Teledyne

Eiger backpacking equipment

HARRIS SPORTING GOODS

7:20&9:00

"THE GREAT
CHASE"

Interested? Contact your Air Force
Recruiter for interview by calling

Our research material is sold for research assistance only —
not as a finished product for academic credit.

•

THURS-SAT JAN 17-19

Good jobs.,
good pay

Nation's most extensive library of research material

Rich-Moor Foods

MON. WED. JAN. 14-16

"EMPEROR OF
THE NORTH"

Phone 882-6812

Phone
882-2391

Prices as low as

*99 95

for AM/FM stereo with 4 stage sound
including 4 spekers

Top 300 singles

IT

each
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campus bulletins
FORENSIC UNION debaters, eventers,
and research assistants will meet Monday,
3:35 p.m., room 417 Daniel. Results of the
Catawba College Tournament will be
discussed along with plans for next week's
tournament at Florida Junior College.

MODEL UNITED NATIONS delegation is
taking applications for students wanting to
participate in this year's meeting at Harvard University. The assembly is March 2025 (Spring Break). Interested students
should contact Darlene Busch, 4A-3 Byrnes—6758 or Charles Montgomery, 313
Strode Tower—3101.

CHARLOTTE HOLT, sophomore at
Clemson University, will present a dramatic
reading on old age and aging at the Clemson
Unitarian Fellowship, Sunday, 10:30 a.m.,
YMCA Clubroom. The public is invited.

ISA (International Students Association)
will meet Monday, 7 p.m., YMCA Lounge
Short movie titled "Israel—Color and Style"
will be shown followed by a discussion on
Israel. All interested persons are invited.

FLICK — "Women in Love" — 2, 705 &
9:10; "Perils of Laurel and Hardy" — 11-30
™,ht.T "The w*y We Were" - 7 8. 9:15.
Robin Hood
2:30 4:20

6™" o7 "

" -

'

'

Mauldin
THE CINEMA — "1001 Danish Delights"
— 1:15, 3, 7, & 8:40.
Anderson
ANDERSON MALL — "Deliverance"
i.
3, 5, 7, 8. 9.
BELVEDERE — "Scarecrow" — 7:10 &
9:15.
OSTEEN — "Executive Action" — 1:37,
3:31, 5:25, 7:21, & 9:20.
Seneca
THE CINEMA - "Save the Children"
& 9.
Clemson
CLEMSON THEATRE — "Mash" — 715
8.9; "Cleopatra Jones" —7:158.9 (January
13-15); "I Dismembered Mama" & "Blood
Spattered Bod"—7:15 8,9 (January 16-19).
ASTRO III — "Monkey Business" 8.
"Horsefeathers"; "A Clockwork Orange";
"Scarecrow" — call 654-1670 for times and
dates.

INTERNATIONAL FOLK DANCING will
be held Monday, 8 p.m. or after the ISA
meeting concludes. All interested persons
are invited to attend and knowledge of folk
dancing is not required.

»«ai!aaa

MM THRl SAT. JAN- II

Roar once again
with the original
movie cast...

classifieds
HELP WANTED—Advertising Sales
Person man or woman for iob. Selling and
Servicing Display Advertising for Journal &
Tribune. Good pay plus company benefits.
Job now open. Call Charles Sullivan, advertising Manager at The Seneca Journal &
Tribune Call 882-2375 mornings and af.
ternoons. Evenings, call 882-3547.

An ln[D Premtnger Production
. Colo, 6r DE LUIE ' Pana»ii,orr

Jo Aim
PTIug

OCCUPATIONAL OUTLOOK handbook,
career files and many other references can
be used by students in room 200 Tilman Hall
(University Counseling Center).

good people
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Mart
Duvjll

SaUr
riinmA

SUN. • MON. • Tl'E. • J.n. 13-15

She's 6 feet 2" of
Dynamite1,

the tiger

clemson theatre
..COLLEGE AVENUE/654 3230

good times

EXCLUSIVE SHOWING!
Marcel Ophuls'

Come by Sunday Night 8:00 P.M.

The Sorrow
and The Pity

A FUQUA COMPANY

Now. Showing

Last
2 Days

cinema

MECHANICAL DRAFTSMEN — A large
textile machinery manufacturer has several
openings for draftsmen. Excellent pay,
working conditions and benefits. Paid
vacation and holidays. Opportunity for
advancement. Send complete resume and
salary requirements to: Attention M. Welch,
Saco Lowell, P. O. Box 2327, Greenville S.C.
29602. An equal opportunity employer.

it m

Greenville
ASTRO I — "Jonathan Livingston
Seagull" — 3, 5, 7, & 9.
ASTRO II — "Magnum Force" — 2:30,
4:50, 7:10, 8. 9:30.
CAMELOT — "Seven Ups" — 5,7, 8.9.

^

Patterson - Moore
Realtors

This Award-Winning 4%
Hour Feature Of Occupied France During
WWII Will Be Shown At
2 P.M. And 7:30 P.M.,
Wed.-Thurs., January
16-17. Advance Tickets
Are Now On Sale.

IN

2 Big Hits
January J-Q

serving University housing needs since 1925.
525 College Ave., Clemson

astro 3 theatre
.COLLEGE AVENUE/654 1670

THE FLICK

GREENVILLE, S. C.

654-5240
Don't Forget to Remember
You can get-

Lee and Maverick Boot Sox
Blue Jeans
Long
Lee Jackets
Underwear

Judge Keller's
Store
7VTTHE

Hot Hero Sandwiches

This is the semester to sit
back and listen to your
stereo and the
Music Machine is the
place to buy it. Because
they have the highest
value of anyone in
high-fidelity.
Complete Stereo System From

195J III

Pastrami
Corned Beef
Roast Beef

From Clemson Take
Anderson Highway
One Mile Past 1-85

Bose

Advent

JBL

MACHINE
Marantz

Harman Kardon

Hours 10:00-5:30
Mon.-Sat.
Phone: 224-2562

Pioneer Sony Superscope

Koss

»
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the tiger
Tigers lose playoff to UCLA in overtime
By KERRY CAPPS
The Clemson soccer team's
quest for the national collegiate
championship came to an end
last Wednesday night in Miami as
the Tigers dropped a 2-1 double
overtime decision to UCLA in the
semi-final round of the NCAA
championship playoffs.
UCLA's Ethiopian standout
Takeda Alema headed the ball
into the goal with 3:28 left in the
second overtime period giving
the Bruins their second straight
upset win in playoff competition,
and handing Coach I. M.
Ibrahim's Tigers their first loss
in seventeen outings this season.
UCLA went on to lose to St. Louis
2-1 in another overtime game on
Friday, giving the Billikins their
second straight NCAA title.
The Tigers entered the playoffs
with by far the most impressive
credentials of any of the four
teams. Clemson, which was
ranked fourth in the final poll of
the season, went into the UCLA
contest as the only undefeated,
untied team in the country — a
distinction which they had held
since the mid-season mark. In
addition the Tigers paced the
nation in both offensive and
defensive statistics, scoring an
unbelievable 94 goals while
holding their opponents to only
four goals all season.
Clemson earned its berth in the
playoffs via consecutive 1-0
shutout wins over South Florida
and Pennsylvania following a 7-0
rout of Madison in the first
playoff round. The game with
South Florida turned into a
marathon endurance test, as the
game went into the fourth
overtime period before Henry
Abadi, the nation's most prolific
scorer, headed the ball over the
USF goalie following a corner
kick to give Clemson its fifteenth

win of the year.
The Penn game saw the Tigers
control the tempo of the play
throughout the match, but it took
a 70 yard breakaway play by
freshman Woolley Ford to put the
Tigers on the scoreboard, and to
send them on to the Orange Bowl.
The UCLA game opened with
the Tigers on the attack. Abadi
took the first shot of the game
with only eighteen seconds
elapsed on the clock. That set the
tone for what was to be a half of
frustration for the Tigers, as the
constantly threatened the Bruin
goal but came up empty handed.
Three minutes into the game a
Clemson corner kick failed to
produce, and minutes later a
Ford head shot just missed. Then
Clyde Browne, for the last two
seasons the Tigers' steadiest
performer, missed on a penalty
kick. Those missed opportunities,
along with several good saves by
Bruin goalie Fred Decker, kept
the Tigers off the board in the
first half.
Meanwhile the Clemson
defense effectively cut off the
UCLA offensive game, with
Browne, Watson, Morrison, and
Kammoun controlling the ball for
mostof the half on Clemson's end
of the field. Whenever the Bruins
were able to penetrate past midfield on the Tigers, the Clemson
defense stiffened to cut off the
attack. The biggest Clemson
defensive play of the half came
when Denis Carrington tipped an
accurate Alema shot over the
Tiger goal.
The second half in many ways
was a repeat of the first, though
both teams were finally able to
dent the scoreboard. UCLA
struck first when a back footed
shot by Efren Herrara got by the
Clemson defense and slowly
rolled into the corner of the net.
That came midway through the

half.
Then with time running out in
the game Clemson knotted the
score with a goal by Woolley
Ford. After a scramble for the
ball in front of the UCLA goal, Ed
Camara got the ball out to Ford
who slammed it.in to send the
game into overtime.
With the first fifteen minute
overtime period failing to
produce a winner, the game
moved into the second overtime
period. With twelve minutes

gone, Ed Camara was charged
with a dangerous play and UCLA
was subsequently awarded an
indirect kick at the Clemson goal.
Juan Valequez kicked the ball in
from the side, and then Alema
headed the ball into the net to
bring the season to a disappointing close for the Tigers.
Clemson more than doubled the
shooting statistics of the winners,
'attempting some 35 shots while
the backfield of Giesbers, Moore,
Alphonso, and Camara limited

UCLA to only 14 shots on goal.
Clemson also led in corner kicks
6-5.
Though the season is now officially over for the Tigers, Coach
Ibrahim accepted an invitation
from the St. Catherine Football
Association of Kingston, Jamaica
to tour Jamaica for a three game
series against local competition.
The team left following the
Miami playoffs and was
scheduled to return to Clemson
Thursday night.

WOOLLEY FORD battles a South Florida player for the ball during Clemson's 1-0 four-overtime
win over the Brahmans in the second round of the NCAA soccer playoffs. (Photo by John Rowntree)

Clemson cage season off to successful start
ByKERRYCAPPS
"This is a young team—we'll
still be okay." Those were the
words of Tates Locke after he had
just watched his Tigers absorb
their second consecutive conference loss to a nationally
ranked ACC power. After losses
such as the one to Maryland last
Saturday, in which the Tigers
trailed by as much as 36 points,
and then the twelve point loss to
North Carolina here on Wednesday, it is easy to forget the
young Tigers' performance
during the month of December
when Clemson reeled off seven
wins in nine outings, including
two invitational tournament
championships over very formidable competition.
Coach Locke realizes that the
performance of the team during
that stretch is far more indicative
of the potential of the 73-74 Tigers
than are the most recent losses,
in what for most of the Clemson
team was their first taste of ACC
competition.

The Clemson season opened
with the IPTAY Invitational
Tournament. The Tigers took the
first game with ease over Auburn
by a 87-72 count, while St. John's
stopped Jacksonville in the other
first round contest. In the
Saturday night final the Tigers
upset the Redmen 68-58 to claim
their own invitational crown.
Tree Rollins was named tournament MVP in his first varsity
action.
Then the Tigers went on the
road, traveling to Purdue to take
on the Boilermakers and
emerging with a hard fought 81-80
overtime win over the Big-10
contenders.
Next it was on to Pittsburgh for
the Steel Bowl with Pittsburgh,
Duquesne, and Florida State. The
Tigers played poorly against the
Seminoles in the first round and
lost 65-58. In the consolation
round Clemson bounced back,
coming from behind for a narrow
71-66 win over the Dukes.
Back home during exam week
the Tigers took on Georgia Tech,

racing out to a twelve point lead
midway through the second half
and then faltering before hanging
on for a two-point 63-61 win.
The Tigs then readied themselves for their biggest challenge
of the season up to that time in
Louisville. The Cardinals, behind
67 per cent shooting from the
floor in the first half, moved out
into a commanding lead early in
the game, only to see the Tigers
come from behind to even things
up at the half. The second half
was nip and tuck all the way, with
Clemson establishing a four point
lead with just over three minutes
left in the game. It didn't last for
long, however, as Louisville
came back, employing a stall and
some clutch free throw shooting
to take a 74-70 decision.
The biggest local matchup in
years came as a result of the first
round of the poinsettia Open in
Greenville, as Clemson topped
Delaware 78-63, while Furman
was having an equally easy time
with Xavier. The first half of the
title game saw Joe William's

Southern Conference favorites
move into what seemed to be a
quite commanding lead as the
half drew to a close. Then suddenly the Tigers came alive,
quickly pulling to within three at
the half and then going on to win
75-67 with a late game surge.
Tree Rollins was again named

tournament MVP—for his 24
rebounds opening night against
Delaware and his intimidation of
Furman's 7-1 Fessor Leonard in
the second game.
And with that the Tigers were
off to their best basketball start
in nearly 40 years.

Intramurals resume
The Clemson intramural
department begins its programs
for this semester with basketball,
the most popular of all intramural sports. The last day to
register a basketball team will be
Tuesday, Jan. 22. There will be a
ten dollar deposit required of all
teams, which will be returned at
the end of the season.
The big gym in Fike Recreation
Center will be open each day
from 2 p.m. until 10 p.m. The
equipment room will also be open
during these hours. Because of
wrestling and fencing practice,

the small gym will not be
available for student use.
Any person interested in officiating intramural basketball
should contact the intramural
office immediately, as games are
scheduled to begin on Jan. 23 or
24.
The intramural office has been
moved to the first floor of Fike
Recreation Center into the offices
formerly occupied by the sports
publicity department. The new
phone numbers for the intramural department are 6562116 and 656-2117.
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UNC uses free throws to down Tigers 102-90
By KEITH CANNON
Coach Tates Locke's now-famous comment about "back to the
NBA" in describing ACC play is just as accurate as ever. The Tigers,
facing their second opponent from the nation's Top Five in five days,
weren't quite up to the task, losing to the North Carolina Tarheels 10290. >
Wednesday night's game, played before a Littlejohn Coliseum
record 11,565 fans, was much closer statistically than on the
scoreboard. The Tigers out-rebounded the Heels, 42-41, with Wayne
Croft claiming 13 and Jeff Reidinger adding 10. Bobby Jones pulled
down 14 for UNC, several off the offensive boards. Both teams had
good games in shooting; the Tigers hit on 48.8 per cent from the field,
their best mark in that category in some time. North Carolina, though
it seemed to Tiger fans that they were hitting everything they threw at
the basket, ended the game at "only" 50.7 per cent.
The most important statistic in the victory for UNC was in the free
throw department, where the Tarheels hit on 36 of 43. Most of those
were racked up in the last five minutes, when Carolina went to their
four-corners offense. Eighteen of their last 20 points came from the
foul-line.
The game began with the Tarheels establishing a 12-0 lead in the
first three-and-a-half minutes. Their press rattled the Tigers into three
turnovers which turned into UNC baskets, and the game was two
minutes old before Clemson crossed halfcourt.
The Tigers managed to pull themselves together, and for the next
eight minutes they made a furious run at the fourth-ranked Heels.
They pulled within two at 23-21 before Tree Rollins was sentenced to
the bench with his third foul at 9:05 to play. A Tim Capehart 15-foot
jump shot tied the game at 23-23, but the Tigers were sorely missing
the intimidation of Rollins in the middle. UNC took advantage of his
absence and went to their inside game to pull away to a 49-33 halftime
lead.

TREE ROLLINS goes up to gather in a St. John's shot in Clemson's 68-58 IPTAY Invitational
victory. Rollins was named MVP in both the IPTAY and Poinsettia tournaments. (Photo by John
Rowntree)

NGJC hands Cubs 93-86 loss
By STEVE ELLIS
Clemson's junior varsity
basketball team was handed
their second defeat of the season
by North Greenville Junior
College Wednesday by a score of
93-86. The loss gave Clemson a
split in their last two meetings
with North Greenville. In the two
teams' earlier meeting played
prior to the Christmas break the
Cubs were the victors, outshooting their opponents 104-85.
Wednesday night's contest, not
a well-played game by either
team, was decided by fouls and
turnovers. It was a game in
which 55 fouls occurred, 30 of
those committed by Clemson. As
a result three players fouled out
for the Jayvees. With an additional 56 turnovers, mistakes
completely dominated the game.

Although bettering their foes in
all
departments
except
rebounding, Clemson found
themselves behind the entire
game, mainly due to their own
errors.
The sloppy play of both teams
was even more evident in
shooting percentages. While
Clemson could only make good 39
per cent of their shots from the
field, N. Greenville fared only
slightly better completing 46 per
cent.
At halftime North Greenville
held a comfortable 12 point advantage, leading 54-42. Not until
very late in the second period did
the Clemson performance show
any resemblance to the games
that they have played in past
victories. Taking advantage of N.
Greenville's second string, the
Cubs fought from an eighteen

point deficit to come within three.
But once again mistakes proved
to be too costly as Greenville,
taking advantage of Clemson's
errors, held on to victory in the
final minutes of play.
Though this certainly was not
one of their better performances,
Clemson did have a few
highlights. One was the shooting
of Dave Brown, who led his
teammates with 16 points. He
was one of six other Clemson
players in double figures. He was
joined by Kenny Davis, John
Franken, and Andy Butchko, all
with 14 points. Also in double
figures were Dan Steadley and
David Dobson, both scoring ten
points.
The Clemson Jayvees' next
game will be this Saturday
against N.C. State in Raleigh.

In the second half, Clemson wasn't able to get too much closer, but
neither were their opponents able to break the game open. UNC was
able to contain Tree, who fouled out with 10:54 in the game, but the
Tigers got good performances from Wayne Croft and Van Gregg.
Gregg, shooting well from the baseline, finished with 24 points; Croft
contributed 19.
Clemson got as close as 11 points, at 83-72, before the Tarheels went
into their four-corners act. Freshman forward Walter Davis hit on 11
of 11 free throws and Bobby Jones had 11 out of 13 to foil any chance of
a Tiger rally. Davis was the game's high scorer with 27 and Jones had
25.
After the game, Coach Locke commented on the loss, "I'll take full
responsibility for that. I was proud of the way the kids hung in there.
Saturday (against Maryland) we really got out of it, but this time we
were able to hold it down."
Asked whether he was surprised that UNC came out pressing Locke
answered, "No, they press for breakfast, they press for lunch and they
press for dinner. I was surprised at the way our kids reacted, though."
He added that he was pleased with the job that Tim Capehart did in
eventually breaking the press.
Locke had a few remarks about the officiating. "It's a shame to have
a rookie official in a game like this. There were bad calls made on both
sides."
"Tree's third foul really hurt us," he continued. He added that, in his
opinion, Rollins' last foul was the only obvious one. He also said that
Rollins could have had the ball more in the game, especially early in
the second half.
"We've got a young team," he concluded. "Our defense was terrible
tonight, but we're going to be all right."
The Tigers will check off another on the list of the country's top
ranked teams when they visit Raleigh for a game with N.C. State on
Saturday.

RECORDS ARE MADE
FROM

PETROLEUM
Stock up now while they
are available.

BARNETT MUSIC
CENTER
200 College Ave.
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Local station owners feel gas pains
By DEBBIE GRAHAM
The streets of Clemson, like those of
nearly every city in the world, are being
trivelled less due to the world-wide
gasoline shortage. Workers have formed
car pools, and the infamous Sunday
drivers are whiling away the afternoon at
home.
Most local gasoline dealers expressed
the opinion that the gasoline situation is
worse than every and will probably
become even worse. All dealers questioned
said that their gasoline allotments were
decreasing while prices were rising. The
fact that the dealers are not the ones
benefiting from the increase of prices was
also made apparent.
Hoyt Karr, owner of Karr's Exxon,
claimed that his gasoline allocation has
been cut more than 50 per cent since
November. He is not yet rationing gas,
however. The station's hours too have been
cut 36 hours per week including Sunday.
Karr, who sells three grades of gas at 42.9,
45.9 and 46.9 cents per gallon, explained
that the price the customer pays for gas is
determined by the wholesale cost to the
dealer plus the dealer's profit margin.
According to Karr, the Internal Revenue
Service (IRS) has set a current profit
margin of eight cents per gallon—one cent
more than slightly earlier. A dealer can
make less profit if he chooses, but he
cannot legally make more than that set by
IRS.
"The differences in various dealers'
prices," Karr explained, "is due to the
amount of gas their suppliers import." A
company which imports more gas has to
charge the dealer more; therefore, the
dealer charges the customer more. Karr
also said that under law the supplier can
raise the wholesale price only once a
month depending on the cost of the

SORRY
NO
GAS

product. The increase must be justifiable,
Karr said.
"Exxon has increased only three cents
per gallon since the beginning of the
shortage," Karr noted. "This station is the
lowest major station in town," he claimed.
Charles Brewer, the owner of Charlie's
Union 76, said that he, too was not getting
enough gasoline. This month he is getting
only 80 per cent of what he got in January
1973. Due to less gas available for sale, he
has drastically cut his operating hours in
addition to cutting one full time attendant.
Brewer, who sells regular for 45.9 and
premium for 49.9, said that he has not had
a price increase in several weeks but will
possibly have a ' six cent increase this
week. "When the company goes up on
me," he said, "I go up on the customer."
As for the dealer's profit, Brewer was
unsure of the profit he made per gallon of
gas but estimated it to be a little over six
cents per gallon. He claimed that he could
run the price as high as he wanted because

TAPS
Yearbook reservations may
be made in the next two
weeks only. This will be the
last chance to purchase a
yearbook because we are
unable to order more
yearbooks than we sell now.

TAPS
MAY BE PURCHASED IN
Harcombe and Schilletter
Dining Halls beginning
Monday January 14.

he thought IRS had lifted the profit ceiling.
The only relief Brewer can see is for the
customers to cut back on gas usage, which
they are doing in Clemson, he said. Brewer
does not ration to regular customers.
However last month he limited trucks to 10
gallons, and this month he is not selling
any gasoline to trucks. Brewer, who has
been in the business for 20 years, said,
"This is the worst situation I've ever seen.
I've never before had to tell people I
couldn't let them have any gas."
Joe Granger of the T & G American
station said that the station also had a
"never before": they ran out of gasoline
right after Christmas. The station has
reduced its hours by about 20 per week, but
it does not ration to its customers.
Granger claimed that the dealers' profit
now is the same as it was two years ago.
The Amrican station, which sells regular
for 49.9 and premium for 54.9, "had a price
increase of five cents in the last week and

has had other increases from time to
time," Granger noted.
Floyd's Hess station also followed the
pattern of reduction in gasoline allotment
and operating hours and increases in
prices, according to Dennis McWhorter,
night manager. The station received 20
loads of gas in December, a cut of 15 per
cent from December 1972, McWhorter
said. Hess will receive only 13 loads in
February. The station does not ration the
gas it has, and McWhorter does not think it
will in the future.
Selling regular at 43.9 and premium at
47.9, Hess increased the price four cents
per gallon last week and might go up 13
cents per gallon next month, according to
McWhorter.
Kelley and Karr's Gulf is the only station
questioned which has not received a recent
cut in its gasoline allotment. Bill Nelson,
an attendant, said that the allotment had
not been cut since September. Nelson
stated that the station would ration its gas
if the supply was cut. The operating hours
of the station too have been reduced 2xk
hours per day in addition to Sunday.
Selling three grades of gasoline at 40.7,
43.7 and 47.7, Gulf's prices have increased
only 1.8 cents per gallon recently, Nelson
said. He too sees an only relief in
customers buying less gasoline.
Although some people feel that the
gasoline shortage is contrived by the
government and that there is not actually
a shortage, the shortage is very real to the
dealer and to the customer. Having less
gasoline available for sale, the dealers are
bringing in less money, and some are
pushed to going out of business. The
customer, when he can find gasoline for
sale, must pay a high price for it or do
without.
And if the dealers know their business,
times will get worse before they get better.

Ever wonder what
a college yearbook
staff is like?
It's not what you think!
Come look us over and
find out.

TAPS
Drop-In
Monday, January 14,
8:00 p.m.

